We report on a contact-less and airborne ultrasonic tactile display (AUTD) [2, 3] stimulusbased BCI paradigm 1 . Six palm positions are used to evoke somatosensory brain responses, in order to define a novel contact-less tactile BCI. A comparison is made with classical attached vibrotactile transducers. Experiment results of subjects performing online experiments validate the novel BCI paradigm (check a longer version of this competition submission for more details [1] ). The rationale behind the use of the AUTD is that, due to its contact-less nature, it allows for a more hygienic application, avoiding the occurrence of skin ulcers (bedsores) in patients in a locked-in state (LIS).
: Experimental set-up and grand mean averaged ERPs. 1 with the WMA Declaration of Helsinki and the procedures were approved and designed in agreement with the ethical committee guidelines of the Faculty of Engineering, Information and Systems at University of Tsukuba, Japan. The AUTD stimulus generator produced vibrotactile contact-less stimulation of the human skin via the air using focused ultrasound. As a reference, in the second vtBCI experiment, contact vibrotactile stimuli were also applied to locations on the users' palms via the transducers HIHX09C005-8 (see Figure 1) . The tactile oddball online BCI EEG experiments evaluated the autdBCI paradigm efficiency and allowed for a comparison with the classical skin contact-based vtBCI reference. In both the above experiment protocols, the users were instructed to spell sequences of six digits representing the stimulated positions on their palms. The EEG signals were captured with an EEG amplifier system g.USBamp by g.tec Medical Engineering GmbH, Austria, using 16 active electrodes. The electrodes were attached to the head locations: Cz, Pz, P3, P4, C3, C4, CP5, CP6, P1, P2, POz, C1, C2, FC1, FC2, and FCz, as in the 10/10 extended international system. The ground electrode was attached to the FPz position, and the reference was attached to the left earlobe. No electromagnetic interference was observed from the AUTD or vibrotactile transducers operating with frequencies notch-filtered together with power line interference from the EEG. The EEG signals captured were processed online with a BCI2000-based application, using a stepwise linear discriminant analysis (SWLDA) classifier with features drawn from 0 − 800 ms ERP intervals decimated by a factor of 20. The stimulus length and inter-stimulus-interval were set to 400 ms, and the number of epochs to average was set to 15. The EEG recording sampling rate was set at 512 Hz, and the high and low pass filters were set at 0.1 Hz and 60 Hz, respectively. The notch filter to remove power line interference was set for a rejection band of 48 ∼ 52 Hz. Each user performed three experiment runs. As a feedback the spelled numbers (palm position assigned digits as in Figure 1 ) were shown on a display to the user. The averaged evoked responses to targets and non-targets are depicted in lower panels, together with standard error bars, in Figure 1 . The BCI six digit sequences spelling accuracy analyses for both the experiments for the various averaging options are summarized in Figure 2 . The chance level was of 16.6%. The mean accuracies for 15-trial averaged ERPs were 63.8% and 69.4% for autdBCI and vtBCI, respectively. The grand mean average maximum accuracies were 78.3% and 84.6% respectively. The differences were not significant, supporting the concept of AUTD-based tactile stimulus usability for BCI. In the case of the autdBCI, only a single user's results were bordering on the level of chance, and four subjects attained 100% (10 trials averaging). On average, lower accuracies were obtained with the classical vtBCI, with which three users bordered on the level of chance, and only one user scored 100% accuracy level in SWLDA-classified averaged responses. The EEG experiment with the paradigm confirms that contact-less (airborne) tactile stimuli can be used to create six command-based interfaces. 
